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the importance of identifying the tense addition is one where the bound form ntr
carrier and its positional relation to the together with the tense carrier precedes the
subject of the sentence in simple affirmative subject
statements and simple affirmative yes no
questions has been pointed out in a previous T S

article the TESL reporter vol 7 no I11 doesnt henry come
fall 1973 this article demonstrates the hasnt carol been cooking
significance of identifying the tense carrier wasnt juliet being toldin the formation of simple negative

couldnt the car have been fixedstatements simple negative yes no questions
and tag questions

the free form not continues to occur
in ssimplesimpieimpie predicates expanded or after the tense carriecarriercarniercarndercarrler however in relation

unexpanded the tense carrier T occurs
only once hiin an affirmative statement it
occurs after the subject S of the sentence
ST in a negative statement this yao shen is professor in the
arrangement is observed the addition is the english department at the university
negative function word which occurs after of hawaii an author of over go90
the tense carrier this negative function publications in 12 countries
word maymav be in the free form not or iin the shehasseehas also previously contributed
bound form nt in the case of nt it is to this journal
bound to the tense carrier such linguistic
behavior may be seen in the following
examples of negative statements

S T
henry didnt come to the subject of the sentence which follows
carol hasnt been cooking the tense carrier not may precede or follow

thethesubjectsubjectjuliet wasnt being told
the car couldnt have been fixed T S

does not henry come
S T has not carol been cooking
hehenrynry diddid not come was not juliet being told
carol has not been cooking could not the car have been fixednixed
juliet was not beingt6ldbeing told
Tthehe car could not have been fixed TT
inill affirmative the does henry not comecombsimple yes no questiquestions

tense carrier occursbeforeoccurs before ththee subject of the has carol not been cooking
sentence TS in simple negative yes no was Jjulietjulletjuiletiletliet notn0t beingeing told
questions this annaffarrangementhangmentangmentg is observed the could the car not hacebehavebehave beenen fixednixeA
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two arrangements of tag questions are most freciuentlvfreauentlv referred to
1 negative statement followed by affirmative question in the negative statement the
positional relation of the free form not and the bound form nt to the tense carrier
and their relation to the subject of the sentence remain the same as described in the
tag yes no question the positional relation of the tense carrier to the subject of the
sentence also remains the same as described

S T T S

henry does not come does he
carol has not been cooking has she
juliet was not being told was she
the car could not have been fixed could it

S T T S

henry doesnt come does he
carol hasnt been cooking has she
juliet wasnt being told was she
the car couldnt have been fixed could it

2 Aaffirmativefairmaffirma tive statement followed by negative question in the affirmative statement
the positional relation between the tense carrier and the subject of sentence remains the
same as described in the negative tag yes no question the positional relation of the
bound form nt to the tense carrier and their relation to the subject of the sentence
remain the same as described

S T T S

henry comes doesnt he
carol has been cooking hasnt she
juliet was being told wasnt she
the car could have been fixed couldnt it

the free form not in the negative tag yes no question frequently occurs after the
subject rather than before it

S T T S

henry comcomeses does he not
carol has been cooking has she not
juliet was being told was she not
the car could have been fixed could it not

the occurenceoccurrenceoccurence of not before the subject nevertheless is not wrong

S T T S

henry comes does not he
carol has been cooking has not she
juliet was being told was not she
the car could have been fixed could not it

the tense carrier in relation to the subject in the statement and the tense carrier in
relation to the subject in the tag question may be represented by S T T S is af-
firmativefirmative if S T is affirmative T S is negative

statement tag question
S T negative T S affirmative
S T affirmative T S negative

the bases remain in the distinction between S T for statements and T S for yes no
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questions references
statement S T
question T S yao shen supplementation of

opposites in simple predicate expansion
it that of the tenseseems a knowledge TESL reporter vol 4 nos1nosnosinosa 141 4fallgfall4 palipailfallcarrier in simple predicates is essential to 1970 summer 1971

teachers and students of secondenglish as a yao shen co occurrence and
language the significance of the tense non co occurrence of tense carrier and
carrier in the formation of affirmativesimple TESLverb in simple predicates reporter
statements and simple affirmative yes no 67106 710vol 5 no 3 spring 1972
questions has been pointed out in a previous yao shen some distinctions among
article this further demonstrates itsone thefour grammatical items in english
importance in the formation of simple hawaii language teacher volume 15
negative statements simple negative yes no number I11 march 197323301973231973 233023 30
questions and two kinds of tag questions

note
the tense carrier in two kinds of wh sentences will appear in a following issue of

this journal




